KENT SUMMER
SCHOOLS

Brussels

Paris

Canterbury

Explore Brussels, Paris and Canterbury
Immerse yourself in the heart of Europe and develop advanced
subject knowledge with our intensive 2-week summer schools.
Why choose a Summer School at Kent?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Study at one of the UK’s leading research-intensive universities
Wide choice of subjects
Fantastic UK and European locations
Study with students from around the world
Accommodation available
Exciting social programme

www.kent.ac.uk/summerschools

www.kent.ac.uk/summerschools

2018 SUMMER SCHOOLS
Europe and the World
17-30 June 2018
Explore the main challenges facing
the European Union through study
visits and interactive seminars and
debate with policy makers from
institutions such as NATO and the
European Parliament.

Paris
Revolutions
15-28 July 2018
Explore Paris through tailored
seminars by expert academics
on the theme of Revolutions in art,
history and literature. Visit major
sites such as the Louvre, Picasso
Museum and Versailles.

Urban Ethnography
8-15 July 2018
Study people, places, practices
and things in the urban setting
of the city of Paris.

Canterbury
European Security and Foreign
Policy
17 June – 1 July 2018
Focus on the contemporary security
issues facing Europe today and
how European states are adapting
their security role both within and
beyond the European territory.

From Plantagenet to Tudor –
Kingship, Society and Political
Culture in Late Medieval
England
17 June – 1 July 2018
Gain first-hand experience in the
medieval city of Canterbury using
original primary sources to explore
the background and origins of the
Wars of the Roses, the relationship
between climate and governance,
and the political involvement of the
commonalty of the realm.

Molecular Biology and IVF
17 June – 1 July 2018
Gain cutting-edge research skills
in this ever-growing and
increasingly important scientific
discipline through hands-on
generation of IVF embryos,
chromosome analysis and
fluorescence in-sit hybridisation.

Sustainable Architecture and
Landscape Design
17 June – 1 July 2018
Fulfil a design brief as you are led
by a creative community that
comprises of well-respected
researchers, highly skilled
architects, engineers and design
professionals exploring specialisms
such as landscape, sustainability
and model making.

“It was amazing to learn about Paris through
philosophers, writers, painters and scientists. I learnt
that Hemingway was right – Paris does stay with you,
and I can now see myself living here.”
Sara Kilian
Paris Summer Schools 'Revolutions' 2017

Quantitative Methods
17 June – 1 July 2018
Undergraduate level. Study the core
elements of statistical analysis
covering a range of quantitative skill
areas including regression,
contingency tables and continuous
data in a problem-based learning
environment.

Investigating the Social Mind
1-15 July 2018
Investigate recent research into
Psychology relating to the ‘social
mind’ and how this influences
people’s thoughts and behaviours.
Gain a key insight into an important
aspect of the human psyche
through interactive seminars and
experimental analysis.

Global Business in a Dynamic
Environment
1-15 July 2018
Explore the core theories and
activities involved in International
Business and the complexity of
decision making on a global scale.

Hidden Histories of the Second
World War
1-15 July 2018
Investigate the complex, murky and
messy reality of Britain at war
through interactive seminars and
analysis of both primary sources
and recent historiography. Useful
preparation for postgraduate study,
this course explores the historical
myths of the British war effort and
considers the implications of the
popular memory of the war on more
recent issues, such as ‘Brexit’.

Find out more
Visit www.kent.ac.uk/summerschools
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